Poincare's condition are convergent.
On the other hand, for fixed singular points of the first kind, the present author gave a reduction theorem for general Hamiltonian systems containing Painleve systems which shows the convergence of the formal canonical transformation in an unbounded domain is derived from the boundedness of the Hamiltonian function in a similar domain ([17] ). In this paper, we give an analogous result in the case where the fixed singular point is of the second kind.
We note that each PJ (J=I, • , V) has a fixed singular point of the second kind at the point at infinity, whereas all fixed singular points of PEI and the origin of P111 and PV are of the first kind.
We can verify that each Hamiltonian function HJ (J=I, • • , V) associated with Painleve equation P, is reduced to a Hamiltonian in a normal form as H(t, q, p) = ~Ogp~t-1 hij(t)gz+l p'+1
at the fixed singular point of the second kind. Here (i) A0 is a nonzero constant, (ii) hi j(t)'s are holomorphic for I t I >R, (iii) converges absolutely and uniformly for Itl > R, IqI, It-ill, Igpl < p and represents there a bounded holomorphic function. Note that Poincare rank of the system is one.
Considering the above fact on Painleve systems and other applications, we now formulate our problem.
Let A(t) be a polynomial of degree 6-1 as For a function f = f (t, q, p) holomorphic in D=D(8, t, R, p), we say that f has singularity of the first kind at t=°° with respect to D if tf is bounded in D.
Let f be such a function with t f I <_ M in D, Rp >_ 1 and let t f (t, q, p)= L.l i, j>_ -1 f j(t)gi+1 p j+1 be the Taylor expansion in q and p. Then f ~;(t )'s are holomorphic in S=S(, 8, R) and satisfy (1.4) I f 11(t) < M t I-O-i)+/pmax(i, j)+1, t eS where a+=max(a, 0) for a~R.
In this paper, we study Hariltonian systems with Poincare rank c where Hamiltonian functions are of the form (1.5) H(t, q, p) = A(t)gp+H'(t, q, p)
Here A(t) is a polynomial as (1.1) and H' is holomorphic in D=D(, t, R, p) having singularity of the first kind at t=co with respect to D. We assume, moreover, that the coefficients hij(t)'s in the expansion (1.6) tH'(t, q, p)= hij(t)gi+1 pj+1
admit asymptotic expansions in powers of t-1 as t-+oo, t ES(B, 8, R).
Remark that the Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian A(t)gp is one of the simplest systems with Poincare rank i. We may say that our Hamiltonian (1.5) is a perturbation of the A(t)gp with a perturbation term having singularity of the first kind.
We suppose the following assumption : r (A) S(B, t, R) contains one and only one singular direction of A(t)= A(t)dt and 0 neither B nor B is a singular direction of A(t).
Our main result consists of two parts : the formal one (Theorem 1) and the analytic one (Theorem 2).
THEOREM 1, Let H=H(t, q, p) be a function stated above expressed as
1 f (A) is satisfied, then there exists a unique formal canonical transformation of the form
which changes (H) : dq/dt=aH/ap, dp/dt=--aH/aq to (H): dQ/dt=aHc/dP, dP/dt=-aHL/aQ with (1,9) H~ = A(t)QP+t-1 ~i hii(00)(QP)i+1
Here, aij(t)'s and bij(t)'s are holomorphic in S=S(@, t, R') having asymptotic expansions in powers of t-1 as t--roc, t~S with (1.10) a00(°°) = b00(°°) = 1
vij being Kronecker's delta, provided R' (>_R) is sufficiently large.
Set
(1.12) rl = h00(oc),
(1.13) h(w) _ then h(w) is holomorphic for I w I <p. The general solution of (H~) is given by (1.14) Q(t) = cjth(clc2)eXpA(t), P(t) = c2t-t~-hc~1c2>exp( A(t)), (iii) ~i,1>0c12(t)Q1P~ (c=a or b) converges absolutely and uniformly in D(6, 8, R', p') and represents there a holomorphic function of order 0(1), provided R' (>_R) and 1/p' (>_1/p) are large.
By using these theorems, we can obtain all known 2-parameter families of solutions for Painleve equations ([16] , [20] ) and new ones. We can also see that the transformations obtained by S. Yoshida ([20] ) are modified to canonical transformations.
We explain here a simple result for Painleve system (H~), while the others are shown in the last section.
The Hamiltonian H~ is given by
where A and ,u are canonical variables, t is an independent variable and the other letters stand for constants ([14] ). Consider the following successive canonical transformations A=x-t-'f1(t~'y), p=y,
where f 1(X) and f 2(X) are functions holomorphic at X=0 defined by f1=-K0/(7)+X) and f 2=(1+ f 2)2/'I with f2(O)=O respectively. Then HV is changed to H of a normal form (1.7) where i=1 and 20 =, , h00(00) = 2K0+O, h11(°o) = -2, h11(oo) = 0, j>_2.
Let A=~1(t, Q, P), p=~2(t, Q, P) be the composition of the above transformations and that given by Theorems 1 and 2. Then Y' 1 and b2 admit analogous expansions as the right hand sides of (1.8) satisfying (1.10) and (1.11) except for a_1 ,;, j>_0, a0;, b0;, j~1, while a-1,;-O(t-~_1), j?0, a0;, b0;=O(t-'), j>_1. We can verify that the transformation. (2, p)=P(t, Q, P)=(P1(t, Q, P), ~2(t, Q, P)) is just the transformation constructed by the present author in The 2-parameter family of solutions P(t)=(t, Q(t), P(t)) of (Hv) thus obtained behaves as
as t-->oo along a curve y(t0) which is tangent to the singular line of it. Here o is Landau's small o and r(t0) is a curve which is explained in Section 5 as path of integration.
In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1. The remaining sections except the last section are devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.
In the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, we take step by step procedure of successive canonical transformations.
In order to avoid complicated expressions, at each step of transformation, we denote the old canonical variables and Hamiltonian function by q, p and H and the new ones by Q, P and K. We remark that the canonical transformation q=-W, pP= -WQ (or p = WQ, P --WQ) generated by W=W(t, Q, p) (or W(t, q, Q)) changes H to K=H+Wt. The special transformation q=-t-1 p*, p=tq* generated by W=tqq* has the following remarkable property : if H(t, q, p) has the singularity of the first kind with respect to D(B, 8, R, p), then the new Hamiltonian H*(t, q*, p*) has also the same type singularity.
We denote by v a valuation of the ring of bounded holomorphic functions in S(O, t, R) admitting asymptotic expansions in powers of t-1 as t--~oo or of the ring of formal power series of t-1 defined by v(a)=n for a'--'~k,nakt'k, an * 0. generated by W=-Qp-wo,_1Q-w_1,op where a=w_1,o, b=-wo,_1. In order that k_1,0(t)=k0,_1(t)=0 for the new Hamiltonian K=A(t)QP-{-t-l~k~;(t)Qti+l p;+l~ it is necessary and sufficient that the pair (a, b) is a solution of
We see that (2.4) has a solution given by formal power series of t-1 with
Since S(B, B, *) is a proper domain of A(t) with respect to 0 containing singular directions of ±A(t), there exists a unique solution of (2.4) bounded holomorphic in S(R') and asymptotically developable to the formal power series solution, provided R' (>_ R) is large. From (2.5), it follows that
2.2. Elimination of h_1,1 and h1,_1. We can suppose h_1,o=ho,_1=0 in
generated by W=-Qp-w1,_1Q2-w_1,1p2.
In order that k1,1 = k1, -1=0, it is necessary and sufficient that (w_1,1i w1,1) is a solution of
where x=w_1 ,1, y=w1,_1. By the same way as in 2.1, we can verify that (2.9) has a unique solution bounded holomorphic in S(R') with
admitting asymptotic expansions in powers of t}1. If we write (2.8) as
which imply the properties (2.6) and (2.7).
2.3. Suppose hi;=0 for i-]-j<_0, (i, j)=/=(0, 0). Let (2.14) q = woo(t)Q, p = P/won(t) be a canonical transformation generated by W=-wo0Qp. Then the new Hamil-
If we take the solution of
then the new Hamiltonian satisfies
2.4. Suppose that h,=0, i+ j <0, (i, j)~(0, 0) and h00='7. We successively make canonical transformations (ii) I f w1=0 for all i, j with i ~ j, then cij=0 for all i, j.
The main part in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following PROPOSITION 2.2. Let hi,(t)'s be defined in S=S(R). Then we can uniquely determine aij(t)'s and bij(t)'s in the same sector S admitting asymptotic expansions i n powers o f t-1 as t--> oo through S with
so that (2.18)N changes H to a new Hamiltonian K=(A(t)+'7t'1)QP+ where ( i) ki,(t)'s are bounded holomorphic in S having asymptotic expansions in powers of t-1 as t--*oo, tES with
PROOF. It is easy to see that (ii) holds and that for i+j=N 
By Lemma 2.1, (ii), each term in cii has a factor wi.;,, i' ~ j' and hence both factors wi,f (j'>i') and win; (j"<i"). Therefore we have v(c11)1+c and then
By (2.27) and (2.28), we can verify the other properties in the proposition.
We can complete the proof of Theorem 1 by noting LEMMA 2.3. If the coefficients of (2.18)M and (2.18)N satisfy the order condition (2.21), then those of the composition of the two transformations also satisfy (2.21). § 3. Convergence of simple power series. 
change the Hamiltonian to that of the form (3.1).
Here, ( i ) bi, _1's and a_1 , j's are bounded holomorphic functions in S=S(R') admitting asymptotic expansions in powers of t-1 as t--*oo in S with v(bi ,_1)>_ i, v(a_1, j)>_ j+1+Q (ii) ~,i~2bi,_1(t)Qi and ~jz2a_1 , j(t)P' converge in D'(R', p') and D"(R', p') and represent there bounded holomorphic functions of order 0(t-~Q2) and 0(t-3-6P2) respectively, where R' and 1/p' are sufficiently large.
Hereafter, we suppose that HH is of the form (3.1). Note that the corresponding formal canonical transformation (1.8) which changes the H to H~ is of the form being an arbitrary constant. Then Aj=A;(t, Q(t)), B;=B,(t, Q(t)), j>_0, satisfy
where f (t, x, y)-~m 1hm0(t)xm ym+1, g(t, x, y)=3f(t, x, y)/3y, cj=cj(t, Q, A0, Bo, ... Aj-1, Bj-1, aAO/dQ, aBo/aQ, ... , aAj-1/aQ, dBj-1/aQ), dj=dj(t, Q, A0, Bo, A;_1i Bj_1, A5, dA0/Q, aBo/aQ, ..., aAj_1/aQ, aBj_1/aQ) are polynomials of the variables other than t and Q of which the coefficients are bounded holomorphic functions of t and Q of order 0(r1).
Therefore, by virtue of a well known theorem ( [8] ), ~i .0a5(t)Q1, ~i_0b15(t)Q1, j>_0, converge in D'(R', p') and represent there bounded holomorphic functions, provided R' and p' are large.
3.3. Proof of (ii) in Proposition 3.1. Let H*(t, q*, p*) be the Hamiltonian obtained from H by the canonical transformation q=-t-1 p*, p=tq* generated by W=tqq*. Then The rest of this paper will be devoted to the proof of (iii) in Proposition 3.1. Let N be an arbitrary positive integer. Put In the proof of (iii) in Proposition 3.1, the following lemma plays an essential role.
LEMMA 4.2 (Fundamental lemma)
. System (4.3)N has a solution (~b(t, Q, P), cb(t, Q, P)) with the properties : The fundamental lemma will be proved by solving a system of integral equations which is equivalent to system (4.3)N. In this section, we give a path of integration and a domain which is a deformation of D and is usually called a stable domain.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume hereafter that
In case where (5.1) does not hold, we make a scale transformation of t so that the new Hamiltonian satisfies it. For a set E in the t-plane, we denote by A(E) the set in the z-plane defined by {zECI z=A(t), tEE} where 11(t) is the function (1.2).
Sectorial domain. We define a sectorial domain S=$(R)=s(B, 8, R) which is a deformation of S=S(R)-S(B, e, R).
By assumption (A), we see that A(S(R)) with R>>1 contains a half line {arg z=2r/2, J z J >>1} or {arg z=-7r/2, ( z J >>1}. We consider for example the case where A(S)J {arg z=rc/2, J z J >> 1}, because the other case can be treated by the same way. In our case, we can choose a small number £>O so that (5.2) A(S(R)) C {zE C I I z I >(1-E)R°7c, I arg z-ir/2 I <7r-E} for every large R.
K. Taxav0
Let l and l be half lines in t-plane defined by l= {arg t=, t >> 1} and l= {arg t=8, t I >> 1} and let and v3=Can{7r-w_<0_<32r/2-E}, where 0=argz. Then we define a decomposition 8=U;=18~ by (5.6) A(8)=, ;1< j <-_3.
Path of integration.
In order to define a curve r(to) in t-plane joining oo and to E s, we define F(z) in z-plane related with r(to) by Then we define a curve F(z0) which generally consists of two parts T1(z0) and P2(zo).
In the case where zo E 51. P(z) consists of a part 11(zo) only and the variable point z=z(z) on P1(z0) is given by
where zo= xo +i yo, i=s/-1. In the case where zo E ~2 (or `:J3). 1(z0) consists of two parts P (z0), j=1, 2. The variable point z=z(0) on T2(zo) is given by (5, 11) z(&)= l zo 1 ez° cos &p/cos 0 for 90 < 0 _<w (or it-w<_ 0 <_ 9) with 0=argz, Oo=arg zo and f'1(z0) is the curve joining oo and z(w) (or z(7r-w)) defined by (5.10).
We denote by r,(to), j=1, 2, the parts of r(t0) defined by (5.12) ~(r,(to)) =1'2(zo), j=1, 2. For the functions Q(t) and P(t) given by (1.14), put X1(t)=Q(t), X2(t)= t-1P(t), then (5.25) X(t) = c;t-(~;+hi 1c2))eXp[(_1)'-1A(t)], j=1, 2. Let u(t) be a principal factor of X(t) defined by For every point (to, Q0, P0) =(R, p), we have (t, Q(t), P(t))CcD for all t~Y(to), where (Q(t), P(t)) is the solution of (H): dQ/dt=aH~/aP, dP/dt=-aH~/aQ with Q(t0)=Q0, P(t)=P0.
PROOF. Let (to, Q0, Po) e ~D. If to C S2 (or S3), then it is readily verified that (t, Q (t), P(t)) C D for t r2(to). In case `to S1, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that I u;(t(r))I is monotone decreasing in z>_0, which proves (t, Q(t), P(t))E~ for tE71(to). § 6. Proof of the fundamental lemma. System (4.3)N is equivalent to a system of integral equations ~(t0, Q°, P0) = t-'FN(t, Q(t), P(t), ~(t, Q(t), P(t)), ~(t, Q(t), P(t)))dt, (6.1)N r(to) (to, Q°, F0) = 7(ta)t-1GN(t' Q(t), P(t), ~(t, Q(t), P(t)), ~(t, Q(t), P(t)))dt where (Q(t), P(t)) is the solution of (H~) with Q(t0)=Q0, P(t0)=P0. Therefore, in order to prove the fundamental lemma, we show that system (6.1)N has a unique solution (c(t, Q, P), cb(t, Q, P)) holomorphic in f(RN/a, pNa) satisfying the order condition (ii) in Lemma 4.2, provided RN and 1/pN are large. Here a>1 is a constant for which (5.24) holds. Define a family Ef as a set of all (O(t, Q, P), c,(t, Q, P)) such that ~5 and ~b are holomorphic in cD(RN/a, pNa) satisfying there
Then we define, for (~b, cl)e Ef, the functions b(to, Qo, P0) and P (t,, Qo, Po) by the integrals on the right hand sides of (6.1)N. Note that we must assume By (6.7), (6.11) and (6.12), we see that inequalities (6.6) hold for constants Lj=V,(1+o')6-1[(4\/2K)/(3i.j)+/97r](sinE)-(l r~ii +8)l j=1, 2. By virtue of (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6), we obtain (6. For every positive integer N, put cbN(t, Q, P) = aN(t, Q, P)+~fi.N(t, Q, P), ,N(t, Q, P) = bN(t, Q, P)+~bN(t, Q, P), where (~lfN, (bN) is the unique solution of system (4.3)N. It can be supposed without loss of generality that RN and 1/pN are monotone increasing in N. In order to prove (iii) of Proposition 3.1, it is sufficient to show that (lN, ~bN) is independent of N. Let N(1)<N(2) be arbitrary positive integers. Since  (aN(2)-aN(1)+~N(2), bN(2)-bN(i)+sbN(2) ) is a solution of (4.3)N(1) with order condition 0(I QPI N(1)(I t I -1+ I Q I ± I t-'PI )), it must coincide with (N(1), cbNcl)) in D (RN(2)/a, pN(2)a), namely (~N(1), , N(1))=(, N(2), cbN(2) ), which shows that (cN, cbN) is independent of N.
It is easy to verify that the composition of the canonical transformations (2.3), (2.11), (2.14), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) has the convergence property stated in Theorem 2. Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 2. § 8. General solutions of Painleve systems.
Hamiltonian functions associated with Painleve equations P,, J=I, ..., IV, are given as follows H1= (1/2)p2-223-tA, H11 = (1/2);x2-(A2+t/2)p-(a+1/2)2,
where 2, p and t are variables and other letters stand for constants ([14] ). In this section, we will give canonical transformations which change H,, J=I, ..., IV, to Hamiltonian functions of the normal form (1.7) and then compare our results with those obtained by S. Yoshida ([20] ). The canonical transformation which reduces HJ to a solvable Hamiltonian of the form (1.9) will be written as (2, p)_P(., Q, P). The functions f k(X )'s will stand for ones holomorphic at X=0. Hence we have a general solution P(t) with fi(t) = (/ /i i+o(1), t(1+o (1))) as t-~oo along a curve which is tangent to the singular line of 4 'it. The transformation (A, ;u)=~(t, V1, 2~1r1v~itV 2) is that of S. Yoshida. Hence we obtain a general solution Z'(s) with the property ~(s) = (o(1)s, s-"2(B~/2+o (1))) as s--oa along a curve which is tangent to the singular line of --s. The transformation (A, p)=~(s, V1, sV 2) coincides with that of S. Yoshida.
